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Abstract This work describes the development of a social chatbot for the football
domain. The chatbot, named chatbol, aims at answering a wide variety of questions
related to the Spanish football league “La Liga”. Chatbol is deployed as a Slack
client for text-based input interaction with users. One of the main Chatbol’s compo-
nents, a NLU block, is trained to extract the intents and associated entities related to
user’s questions about football players, teams, trainers and fixtures. The information
for the entities is obtained by making sparql queries to Wikidata site in real time.
Then, the retrieved data is used to update the specific chatbot responses. As a fall-
back strategy, a retrieval-based conversational engine is incorporated to the chatbot
system. It allows for a wider variety and freedom of responses, still football oriented,
for the case when the NLU module was unable to reply with high confidence to the
user. The retrieval-based response database is composed of real conversations col-
lected both from a IRC football channel and from football-related excerpts picked
up across movie captions, extracted from the OpenSubtitles database.
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1 Introduction
Recent advances in Machine Learning and Natural Language Understanding are
making possible the implementation of human-machine interaction systems that are
driven by means of natural language conversations. These systems, commonly re-
ferred to as chatbots, have been recently gaining popularity in different mobile and
online platforms. Their main objective is to serve as ”virtual assistants” to support
informational and transactional user requirements in a wide variety of domains and
sectors. The recent boom on conversational interfaces is capturing the attention of
both the research community and tech companies as the possible next big technolog-
ical revolution: ”Until now, we have been forced to learn the language of computers.
But in the technological revolution currently underway, computers are finally learn-
ing to understand ours.”1
Regardless the actual impact and adoption of numerous applications in the mar-
ket, the state-of-the-art of these technologies is still quite limited and their develop-
ment requires a high cost of adaptation to the specific domain. Handcrafted appli-
cations with a limited amount of automation and a high level of human intervention
is typically the common scenario. Nevertheless, successful applications, which are
able to collect and model huge amount of interactions, are the best candidates to
leverage on machine learning techniques to significantly reduce the level of human
intervention.
Some examples of existing service chatbots include systems in the health do-
main, such as currently described chatbot service to provide Health information
about HIV/AIDs [4], primary care [14] or mental Health counseling [15]; the edu-
cational domain, such as [21], a chatbot to improve interactions in online courses
or MOOCBuddy chatbot [11] to provide personalized course recommendations; the
entertainment domain, such a Stark Trek system [12] or Humorist Bot that can gen-
erate and recognize humorous sentences [1] ; Human Resources chatbot [5] or Cus-
tomer Service agents [29], just to cite a few.
In this work we describe CHATBOL, a chatbot for providing information about
the Spanish Football League ”La Liga”. Different from similar systems that offers
news and other factual information about the Spanish Football League, the pre-
sented system combines two different conversational functions into a single agent: a
question answering system that search over Wikidata entities to generate responses
related to the topic of interest and a retrieval-based chat-oriented dialogue system
that serves as fallback mechanism to reply to either out-of-domain user queries or
in-domain queries that cannot be served by the question answering system.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, in section 2, an overall de-
scription of our system is presented. In section 3, some related work is briefly de-
scribed. In Section 4, a comprehensive description of the system architecture and its
main components is provided. In section 5, the experimental framework is described
1 https://medium.com/conversational-interfaces/conversational-interfaces-the-next-big-technologi
cal-revolution-4efea1d97606
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along with the conducted evaluations and results. Finally, in section 6, the main con-
clusions of our work are presented along with the future work to be conducted.
2 Chatbol Description
3 Related Work
Chatbots have a long history since first prototype appeared in mid 60s [27]. The
objective of this section is to make the paper self-contained, for complete survey the
reader should refer to [18]. During all these years, chatbots have been approached
from different perspectives which mainly include rule-based [26] or data-driven
which are retrieval/statistical-based [8, 19, 2, 6] or generative-based [25, 28] just
to name a few examples. Within these data-driven approaches, the main challenge
nowadays is to take advantage of large datasets. For tackling previous challenge, our
proposed model uses a mixture of rule and retrieval-based approach and is fed by
different public resources such as Wikidata and the OpenSubtitles database. Note
that both data resources have already been employed to develop chatbot engines,
previously in [22, 25].
More specifically, in this paper, we are aiming at training a task-oriented chatbot.
In task-oriented, the objective of the tool is to get information from the user in order
to accomplish a particular task. Tools of these kind that have become very popular
in real life are Siri or Alexa, among others. In our case, we focus the chatbot in
the domain of football, similarly to tools like Toni from Facebook Messenger 2 or
Tokabot 3, but for the particular case of the Spanish league.
4 Architecture
The architecture of Chatbol is composed of a Natural Language Understanding
module based on RASA NLU [3], a Wikidata entity search module to generate re-
sponses and Slack plugin. Additionally a retrieval-based conversational engine is
included as a fallback option, when the first block is unable to provide a response
due to the NLU block is not recognizing intents or entities with a high likelihood
score or when the entities are not found in Wikidata. A diagram of the architecture
is depicted in Fig. 1.
2 https://toni.football/
3 https://botlist.co/bots/tokabot-football
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Fig. 1 Chatbol architecture: Rasa NLU is used to recognize intents and entities that are passed to
the QA model that maps user input into a query to Wikidata to generate the answer. As a fallback
strategy, for unresolved questions, a response is selected from the retrieval-based model.
4.1 Natural Language Understanding
Rasa NLU is an open source library for intent classification and entity extraction. It
is a high level library similar to online services that parses user messages into dialog
acts composed of intents and a set of corresponding entities. Rasa NLU follows a
modular design, relying on existing NLP and Machine learning libraries, like spaCy
[10], scikit-learn [16], sklearn-crfsuite [13].
The Rasa NLU pipeline consists of a tokenization process followed by a parts of
speech (POS) tagging by means of spaCy NLP library. Then, the GloVe vectors [17]
extracted from each token are concatenated forming a feature vector of the whole
sentence. This sentence representation is used to train a multiclass support vector
machine used to recognize user intents. Finally, a conditional random field classifier
is trained on the sentence tokens and POS tags to extract entities. The intent classifier
and entity extractor are trained using scikit-learn and sklearn-crfsuite, respectively.
For training Rasa NLU, a list of questions annotated with intents and entities is
prepared using the human readable json format. In this work, the following 7 intents
are included in the chatbot:
• What team is [player] playing for ?
• List of players of [team]
• What is the stadium of [team] ?
• What team is [stadium] of ?
• Who is the coach of [team] ?
• What team is coached by [coach] ?
• Get fixtures of [team]
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The list of questions is created by writing around 10 ad hoc phrases for every sin-
gle intent and afterwards expanded using a list of football players, teams, stadiums
and coach gathered using the Wikidata API 4. This process helps Rasa NLU training
process to correctly identify not only the intents but also the entities the chatbol is
interested in.
4.2 Response generation
Chatbol bot is connected to Slack using slackclient API 5; therefore, all interaction
with the bot is through this instant messaging software. Once the bot receives a mes-
sage, Rasa NLU analyses the sentence and returns a human readable json package
with information on:
• The likelihood of the sentence belonging to each one of the trained intents.
• Every entity that has been identified.
Using this information, the chatbot has been designed to try the 3 (number obtained
via trial and error) most likely intents in order. For each intent and entity, Chatbol
sends a query to either Wikidata or an ad hoc structured database with information
on the following matches of every team obtain via the scrapping of the site futbol-
portv.com 6.
In case the combination of intent and detected entity results in an answer, this
answer is sent via the Slack API. It is also possible that none of the 3 intents and
entities results in a response; in that case, a retrieval-based response block described
in subsection 4.4 will be the generator of the answer.
4.3 Database query
In order to have always the most up-to-date information, Chatbol obtains the answer
to the detected intent on the fly using the Wikidata API or web scrapping. In case of
Wikidata, it first obtains the Qnumber (reference number used in Wikidata to point
at an element of information) of the entity via wikidata, by making a POST to the
Wikidata API service with the name of the entity. Then, once the number is found,
we generate a query to Wikidata using SPARQLWrapper [7], a SPARQL endpoint
interface to Python. The answer from Wikidata is analyzed, reformatted to natural
language and sent as a response to the user. The sample Python code depicted in
Fig. 2 shows how to get the list of players of a team, given the team qnumber:
There are two ways this process may go wrong. First, the Qnumber may not be
found, either because the detected entity does not exist or because the name is not
4 https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API
5 https://api.slack.com/
6 https://futbolportv.com/
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def get_playeres_team(qnumber):
sparql = SPARQLWrapper("https://query.wikidata.org/sparql")
sparql.setQuery("""SELECT DISTINCT ?playerLabel WHERE {
?player wdt:P106 wd:Q937857.
?player p:P54 ?teamMember.
?teamMember ps:P54 wd:""" + qnumber + """.
OPTIONAL {?player p:P1449 ?Nickname.}
?player wdt:P21 wd:Q6581097.
SERVICE wikibase:label { bd:serviceParam \
wikibase:language "[AUTO_LANGUAGE],en, \
es, ca, de". }
FILTER(NOT EXISTS { ?teamMember pq:P582 ?end. })
FILTER(EXISTS { ?teamMember pq:P580 ?start. })
FILTER(NOT EXISTS { ?player wdt:P570 ?death. })
OPTIONAL { ?player wdt:P569 ?birth. }
FILTER(year(?birth) > 1979).
}
ORDER BY ?playerLabel""")
sparql.setReturnFormat(JSON)
return sparql.query().convert()
Fig. 2 Automatic Python + SPARQL code to retrieve the list of players of a football team specified
by its Qnumber
exactly the one Wikidata has for that entity. For instance, the player Iniesta is not
recognized as Andre´s Iniesta by Wikidata. The big number of alias and ways of
calling the different players and also the objective of making the chatbot as most
user-friendly as possible made this a critical problem.
Therefore, a solution based on Fuzzywuzzy Python package [9] has been applied.
This solution allows the comparison of the similarities between a word and an array
of words and the selection of the most similar one from the array while also returning
a value from 0 to 100 of the similarity between both words. In the chatbot case, the
entity detected in the user input is compared with the array of words formed by the
names of the players, coaches, teams or stadiums (depending on the intent). If the
similarity is big enough (70 in our case), the most similar word is used to find the
Qnumber in Wikidata. If no word is similar enough, the intent is supposed to be
erroneous and the algorithm jumps to the next most likely intent.
The second way the Wikidata query may go wrong is because the query generated
returned no valid information (it may be asking Wikidata for the stadium of a coach,
for instance). In this case the intent is also categorized as erroneous and the same
process as in the case before is followed.
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4.4 Chichat fallback component
Chatbol includes a fallback mechanism to produce responses when the main system
component is unable to do it. This can happen when the confidence score of the
intent detection falls below a threshold, or when the information requested is not
found in Wikidata. This mechanism is based on a retrieval-based conversational en-
gine, which follows the Informal Response Interactive System (IRIS) approach [2].
In this type of systems, semantic similarity scores at the turn and dialogue history
levels are combined to retrieve the most suitable matches from a database of dia-
logues. The retrieved candidate responses are then ranked by using a recall-oriented
re-ranking algorithm. Favoring recall (instead of precision) helps producing more
varied responses, making the chatbot more interesting
Spanish movie data from OpenSubtitles [23] was used as dialogue database. As
we wanted the system to be able to converse in the topic of interest, only those
files containing the word ”fu´tbol” (Spanish for soccer) more than ten times were
extracted. In this way, from a total of 191,987 files contained in the Spanish Open-
Subtitles data collection, only 94 were useful for our purpose. In order increase the
amount of data supporting the Chitchat component, we also included chat sessions
from the #futbol channel at IRC-HISPANO7. A total of 3,638 sessions comprising
148,893 utterances were collected and included as part of the dialogue database.
The implementation was done in Python, using the scikit-learn library [16]. Stan-
dard word tokenization was used and spanish accents removed, mapping all charac-
ters to ASCII. Separated indexes were constructed for turns and dialogue sessions in
the data collection. The definition of a dialogue session in the OpenSubtitles dataset
is somehow ambiguous as no explicit information on when a new dialogue session
starts is available. To this end, a breaktime threshold of 3 seconds was used for
deciding on dialogue boundaries.
The chat-oriented dialogue system is inspired on the vector space model frame-
work [20, 24]. The vectorization of the user input and database utterances is com-
pleted by projecting them into their Term frequency - inverse document frequency
(Tf-idf) representation. The vector similarity among user’s input and stored sen-
tences are computed for retrieving best matches from the dialogue databases. For
doing so, three different vector space models (VSM) are computed. It aims at de-
scribing the dialogue database Tf-idf vector distributions with respect the current
state of the dialogue. That is, to account for the utterance-level and the dialogue-
level information. Cosine similarity is employed to compute scores among both
previous and current state vectors and their respective VSMs. Similarly, the history
score is also obtained by using cosine similarity through the current dialogue his-
tory, which includes all utterances interchanged by the current user and Chatbol. It
is worth to note that the history vector is updated with each new sentence in the dia-
logue yielding to a collection of stacked Tf-idf vectors at each turn level. The history
score is computed between this vector and the vector representations for each full
dialogue stored in the dialogue database. In summary, for each new user input in a
7 https://chathispano.com/
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given conversation, three cosine similarity scores are computed (current utterance,
previous utterance and dialogue history) and combined into an overall score to re-
trieve the candidate responses. The overall cosine similarity score is computed as in
the following equation and updated at each dialogue-turn step,
Score = 0.6∗uc +0.1∗up +0.3∗h ,
where the utterance-level scores (uc and up) and the dialogue-level h score are
combined for drawing a final rank of candidate responses. The following weighting
factors: 0.6, 0.1 and 0.3, were set after some manual experimentation.
5 Experimental Framework and Evaluation Results
The experimental framework is based on Slack, where users can interact with direct
messages to the Chatbol app. This makes it possible to maintain a separate con-
versation context for each user and is very convenient for evaluating the chatbot
responses.
The evaluation protocol used follows the current WOCHAT Shared Task eval-
uation framework8. In this sense, two different evaluations were conducted, one a
the session level and the other at the turn level. For the session level evaluation, we
used the available User Satisfaction Survey, in which each user has to respond to
eight closed questions and three open questions after interacting with the chatbot.
These questions are mainly focused on the user experience aspect of the interaction,
as well as on the overall performance of the system. Results of the user satisfaction
survey are depicted in Fig. 3.
As seen from the figure, most of the users found the system responses to be ap-
propriate either sometimes or often. In the open questions, users commented on the
strengths and problems of the systems. Among the strengths, it was mentioned that
the system was able to provide ”accurate information about Spanish soccer teams”
and ”capable to understand incorrect words and very flexible with team names vari-
ations”. Overall the system was perceived as a ”fast way to get football data with-
out searching Internet. Among the main problems reported, evaluators agreed that
”sometimes the question intents are not properly captured by the system”, even ”mis-
understands basic questions” and ”despite small changes in the sentence.
For the turn level evaluation, we followed the provided guidelines for appropri-
ateness score, in which each turn of the dialogue session is annotated with one of the
following three scores: valid, acceptable or invalid, according to its perceived ap-
propriateness with respect to the current utterance and dialogue context. A total of 6
users, tested and evaluated Chatbol. The results of our evaluation are summarized in
table 1, showing the cumulative number of scores for both conversational engines.
Defining an appropriate answer as the response scored with valid, or acceptable, the
QA system is able to generate appropriate responses 72% of the time, whereas the
8 http://workshop.colips.org/wochat/main sharedtask.html
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Fig. 3 Results of the User Satisfaction Survey
aaaaaaaa
System
Responses
Valid Acceptable Invalid
QA Model 34 (53%) 12 (19%) 18 (28%)
Retrieval Model 50 (43%) 28 (25%) 37 (32%)
Table 1 Evaluation of the responses generated by Chatbol for each conversational model.
chitchat system obtains a 68% of appropriate answers. Below is a sample of a few
selected interactions with the the chatbot for both conversational engines. Samples
were originally in Spanish and have been translated into English:
Chitchat engine:
user: how’s life ?
chatbol: I am a bit injured, I had an ankle sprain last Tuesday... How are you?
user: Which team do you support ?
chatbol: I support the rival for your team
user: I am an atletic fan
chatbol: atletic is a great team, good players, coacher and supporters, they are huge!
user: is the football match on TV now ?
chatbol: it just started
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user: how is the match going ?
chatbol: leading 1-0
user: the game ended in a tie
chatbol: was the goal during the penalty shoot-out?
user: yes, in the very last moment
chatbol: what were the scores?
user: 1-1
chatbol: cool, I won the sweepstakes! I think no one else bet for 1-1
user: bye
chatbol: take care :d
QA engine:
user: What team does Messi play for?
chatbol: Lionel Messi plays for the FC Barcelona
user: What are the next matches for Barc¸a ?
chatbol: Next Thursday 11th January at 21:30h Barcelona - Celta in Copa del Rey
leage. You can watch the match in: TBD
user: who is Real Madrid coach now ?
chatbol: Ziniedine Zidane is the coach of Real Madrid
user: Who is the coarch of sevilla ?
chatbol: Vincenzo Montella is the coach of Sevilla Fu´tbol Club
user: What stadium does Osasuna play in ?
chatbol: El Sadar Stadium is is the home stadium of Club Atle´tico Osasuna
user: When does Geta play?
chatbol: Next Friday 12th January at 21:00h Getafe - Ma´laga in LaLiga Santander
leage. You can watch de match in: LaLiga TV, beIN LaLiga.
user: What is the current squad of Barc¸a ?
chatbol: The players on the squad of Fu´tbol Club Barcelona are: Andre´ Gomes,
Andre´s Cha´vez, Andre´s Iniesta, Arda Turan, Gerard Pique´, Ivan Rakitic´, Jasper Cil-
lessen, Javier Mascherano, Jorge Alba Jose Manuel, Arna´iz Dı´az, Lionel Messi,
Lucas Digne Marc-Andre´ ter Stegen Munir El Haddadi Ne´lson Semedo Ousmane
Dembe´le´ Paulinho Philippe Coutinho, Samuel Umtiti, Sergi Roberto, Sergi Samper,
Sergio Busquets, Thomas Vermaelen, Wilfrid Kaptoum
6 Conclusions
This paper described the development of a chatbot for providing information about
the Spanish Football League ”La Liga”. The proposed system combines two dif-
ferent conversational engines into a single agent: a QA engine that maps natural
language utterances of the user into SPARQL queries to retrieve data from Wikidata
to generate responses and a retrieval-based chat-oriented dialogue engine that serves
as fallback mechanism to reply to either out-of-domain user queries or in-domain
queries that cannot be served by the question answering system. The evaluation of
the chatbot at turn level show that the users found the system responses to be appro-
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priate 72% of the time for the QA engine and 68% for the chitchat engine. From the
session level evaluation, users found that current implementation is robust against
word errors and able to recognize variations of player and team names, but some-
times failed to recognize the intent correctly, even for simple questions. For future
work we plan to improve the intent classification block and to extend the QA model
by incorporating to the system the most popular questions found in user inputs.
We are also currently implementing interactive message buttons after each chatbot
response to be able to get instant feedback from users.
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